
Ontario at MWC Barcelona 2022
Ontario is positioned to take on the biggest challenges facing our digital world. Whether your focus is

connectivity, disruptive technology, digital services or ICT strategy, Ontario has the technological prowess to

serve all your business needs. Home to the second largest IT cluster in North America, Ontario’s tech sector

brings bold ideas to life and supplies high quality, advanced technologies and services to business leaders

worldwide.

Meet Ontario’s delegation to Mobile World Congress Barcelona 2022

Ontario is bringing 17 connected companies as a part our delegation to this year’s virtual event. Learn more

about our companies, listed below.

Participants
17 in total

Event contact

Philipp Kornitzky

Area Director

+1 416-428-2569

philipp.kornitzky@ontario.ca

Date: February 27 - March 3, 2022

Acentury Inc.
Acentury develops a portfolio of software and hardware products for

the wireless communications industry. Radiocomm, an Acentury

network products division, supplies RF passive components with

industry-leading low PIM performance (-165 dBc) and are used in 4G

and 5G networks for outdoor, in-building and massive MIMO

applications. Our product line supports the public safety, 3G/4G, 5G

Sub-6GHz and 5G millimeter wave spectrums, and includes coverage in

the 350MHz-6GHz and 26GHz-60GHz bands. LAMTA is the only

turnkey solution for virtualizing, automating and managing 3G 4G 5G

wireless lab operations. With LAMTA, the engineering and lab teams

can remotely manage their labs and automate their test cases with

support for MIMO, handover, carrier aggregation and tier roam testing.

OMERA is a cloud-based orchestration platform that enables telecom

operators to automate and scale next-gen radio access deployment.

David Woodcock

Vice-President, International

Sales

416 464-9344

david.woodcock@acentury.ca

 

David Shin

Sales and Marketing

416 918-2623

david.shin@acentury.ca

 

Fan Zhang

Vice-President, Engineering

416 529-9150

fan.zhang@acentury.ca

Clear Blue Technologies
Clear Blue's Smart Off-Grid technology and managed Energy-as-a-

Service delivers (EaaS) low-cost, centrally managed, wireless, off-grid

power for telecom systems, industrial controls and sensors, street

lights, security systems, emergency power, and Internet of Things

devices. Smart Off-Grid combines a multi-load solar or solar-hybrid

controller, built-in communications, and the industry’s most advanced

off-grid intelligent management and control system. Smart Off-Grid

enables systems to be installed anywhere, managed over the Internet,

and delivers unmatched reliability and performance and lowering the

cost to install and maintain by up to 80%. Clear Blue Technologies has

thousands of systems under management across 37 countries around

the world. Its patented Smart Off-Grid technology, delivered through

the EaaS business model allows Clear Blue to provide clean, managed,

wireless power – anywhere and anytime, to help connect the

unconnected.

Natalie Smith

Vice-President, Marketing

519 599-2692

natalie@clearbluetechnologies.com

 

Paul Desjardins

Senior Vice-President, Sales and

Business

416 890-8967

paul@clearbluetechnologies.com

 

Miriam Tuerk

Co-Founder and Chief Executive

Of�cer

416 433-3952

miriam@clearbluetechnologies.com
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Communication Components Antenna Inc.
Communication Components Antenna Inc., is one of the fastest

growing providers of innovative, cost effective, revenue enhancing

mobility solutions for network infrastructure. Our innovative antenna

and base station products allow service providers to maximize their

existing network utilization, address capacity demands and embrace

new revenue opportunities. CCI’s latest antenna product highlights

include expansion of our leading Bi-sector Array and multi-beam

antenna solutions to support 4x4 MIMO in wide range of frequency

bands, our unique cost effective Tri-Sector solution for 4G & 5G, high

port count small cell solutions for 4G/5G rural and suburban

deployments providing unparalleled �exibility of 4x4 MIMO

deployment across traditional, CBRS and LAA frequency bands. Our

BLiNQ Network’s 5G ready product family, featuring the FW300 and

FW600 in 3.5 GHz, combines macro base station performance with

small cell pricing. All our products are designed, engineered and tested

in Ontario, Canada.

Dr. Swati Chakravarty-Marcon

Executive Vice-President, Global

Channels and Corporate

Development

613 863-5613

schakravarty-

marcon@cciproducts.com

 

Dennis Nathan

President

201 538-8800

dnathan@cciproducts.com

 

Patrick Buthmann

Vice-President, Sales and

Business Development, BLiNQ

Networks

647 500-7015

patrick.buthmann@blinqnetworks.com

Dejero
Driven by its vision of reliable connectivity anywhere, Dejero

aggregates diverse connectivity paths including LTE and 5G cellular,

satellite and broadband into a virtual ‘network of networks’ to deliver

enhanced reliability, expanded coverage and greater bandwidth using

cloud-based technology. A two-time technical Emmy® Award winner,

Dejero is trusted to solve the mission-critical live video transport and

real-time data transfer challenges of organizations around the world.

Founded in 2008, privately-held Dejero is headquartered in Waterloo,

Ontario, Canada. For more information, visit www.dejero.com.

Jehan Karim

Business Development Manager

519 572-2263

jehan.karim@dejero.com

 

Rob Waters

Director of Sales, EMEA and

APAC

44 7736 774533

rob.waters@dejero.com

DVTest
At DVTest , we specialize in the design and manufacture of the most

advanced RF and Thermal shield box test enclosures and wireless

systems. Demonstrating a passion for ultimate performance, DVTest is

constantly inventing and preparing for future technological

developments. DVTEST is committed to excellence and exceeding

customer expectations everyday. We have provided our enclosures to

the top network providers in Canada, and many different customers

manufacturing devices that emit wireless signals across different

industries (Medical, Iot, smart metering, security companies, network

providers, devices manufacturers).

Serge Stephan

Business Development Manager

647 726-0058 x7245

serge.stephan@dvtest.com

LogiSense Corporation
LogiSense provides a cloud-based subscription billing platform that

empowers mid to large scale connected businesses to easily launch new

products globally, manage contracts and con�gure even the most

complex usage-based pricing rules.

We enable market leaders such as Cisco, Garmin, Five9  and Vonage

with the freedom to blend any one time, subscription, or usage based

pricing model in real time, and to bill and collect for it more ef�ciently.

Ryan Susanna

Vice-President of Sales

519 249-0508 x2878

rsusanna@logisense.com

 

Steff Riske

Marketing Coordinator

519 249-0508 x4229

sriske@logisense.com
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Mercku Inc.
Founded in 2017, Mercku is a Canadian company built on its founders'

decades of expertise (and over 450 patents) and an award-winning

design team, on a mission to pave the way for a more connected smart

home and home health experience. Following the international success

of Mercku's �agship connectivity solutions, we are now on a mission to

leverage wireless sensing to empower daily, continuous health

monitoring for all people.

Mercku's wireless intelligent sensing system monitors vital signs with

an extremely high (80%+) degree of accuracy, providing valuable

insights into subjects' health, disease and wellbeing.

Erik Ackner

President, Mercku Europe

49 176 69183521

erik.ackner@mercku.com

 

Ali Sardar

Partnerships Expert

49 176 69183521

ali. sardar@mercku.com

 

Buse Tasbilek

Sales Engineer

49 1573 1140867

buse.tasbilek@mercku.com

Mobile Communications Inc. (Smooth
Talker)
Mobile Communications or “SmoothTalker.com” are Canadian

manufacturers (since 2001) of some of the most advanced and

functional 4G/5G cellular signal boosters in the market for vehicle,

home, building (up to 200k sq. ft.), M2M and marine applications. Our

solutions get cellular devices connected in the most remote areas,

reduce dropped calls, increase data speeds, conserve battery life and

our grab and go kits are easy to install. The cellular signal booster

market is rapidly expanding year over year with new consumers

entering the market plus the growing demands of Mobile, M2M, Marine

and In-Building connectivity.

We are all competing for the best signal and SmoothTalker boosters will

provide the best cellular connection possible in the market today.

Kevin Carter

Director of Business

Development

416 873-0021

kevin.c@smoothtalker.com

 

Tom Vagenas

Chief Executive Of�cer

905 726-3444

tom.v@smoothtalker.com

mobileLIVE
mobileLIVE is a new breed digital transformation consultancy helping

businesses perfect digital experiences, build and scale products, and

modernize their technology infrastructure. Best known for helping

clients make intelligent investments and reduce time-to-launch, our

team of experts from 25 countries has helped achieve 100% client

retention and 19 notable industry recognition. It re�ects our reliability

in delivering what we promise and the quality we bring to every

engagement. We are committed to helping our clients navigate the most

demanding challenges, unlock the real potential, and drive

transformative and scalable growth.Some of our clients include -

(Telecom) Telus, Bell, Rogers, Freedom (OEMs) Fitbit, Fossil, Motorola,

Nokia (BFSI) CIBC and BMO.

Jahan Ali

Founder and Chief Executive

Of�cer

647 290-8597

jahan.ali@mobilelive.ca

 

Hussain Qureshi

President

647 638-3521

hussain.qureshi@mobilelive.ca

 

Mudassar Malik

Vice-President, Marketing

604 440-7905

mucassar.malik@mobilelive.ca

Moviwear
Our Remote Patient Monitoring solution is walk-out-working based on

5G technology and allows FULL vital-sign monitoring without heavy or

expensive equipment. Phillips lifeline only offers a fall detection device -

it does not allow vital sign monitoring. Apple & Samsung watches are

too complex for use by the target market - i.e. 65+ or patients who had

surgery or major operations. Also, they are 2 -3 x more expensive than

our solution and DO not allow full access to vital-sign data from the

web or App. Also, our solution can easily connect multiple,

simultaneous, medical accessories (like and ECG patch by Vital-Sign

and others) and transmit data in real-time to anyone, anywhere in the

world. No tethering is required as our solution includes (!!) the SIM

modem (but we're looking for cellular partners to offer our product to

their customers as either our brand or a white-label solution)., is ready

to connect to major back-end platforms with our API's.

Jacob Moshinsky

Founding Partner

647 921-6684

info@moviwear.com
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Netsweeper Inc.
Netsweeper’s software solutions enable schools, telecom providers,

governments, and businesses to create a safer online environment for

their internet users. Our suite of software solutions provides web

�ltering, digital monitoring, and online activity reporting to ensure

digital safety on-premise and in remote environments.

Founded in 1999, Netsweeper has a global presence servicing a

network footprint of over 1 billion users and operates in over 60

countries. For more information visit www.netsweeper.com.

Perry Roach

Chief Executive Of�cer

519 760-0898

perry.roach@netsweeper.com

 

Tamer Abu-Elsadd

Regional Sales Director MEA

9715 5536 8565

tamer.abu-

elsaad@netsweeper.com

 

Hisyam Halim

Sales Director APAC

6012 2733 464

hisyam.halim@netsweeper.com

NTG Clarity Networks
NTG Clarity is a leader in delivering operational support systems (OSS),

business support solutions (BSS), utility billing solutions, IT network

infrastructure designs, engineering, audits, outsourcing, data cleansing,

data migration and integration services. NTG Clarity introduced NTG

Apps which is the new lead product as the best choice for end-to-end

digital process automation, leveraging it’s own powerful low code

platform and work �ow engine with many built-in ready made

enterprise applications and plugins which will make your automation,

integration, reporting and digital transformation very easy with

minimum technical experience needed as all can be done through a

graphical user interface instead of traditional hand-coded computer

programming.

NTG Clarity has extensive expertise in the preparation of technical and

commercial speci�cations related to the issuance of RFPs, evaluation of

responses, and the review and implementation of ef�cient business

processes and audits. NTG’s seasoned experts can help companies

review competitive offers and recommend the appropriate selections

based on the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of the proposed solutions.

NTG offers these value added services to our customers who are

located in North America, the Middle East, Europe, Asia and Africa.

With of�ces and operations in Toronto, Cairo, Riyadh, Kuwait, and

Oman, our professional team of more than 400 developers and experts

provides state-of-the-art software solutions.

Kristine Lewis

President

905 305-1325 x112

klewis@ntgclarity.com

 

Yasser Yousef

Chief Technical Innovation

Of�cer

20 114 555 4991

yyousef@ntgclarity.com

 

Mohammed Gamal

Chief Architect

20 106 003 0373

mgamal@ntgclarity.com

NuraLogix Corporation
NuraLogix is the original creator of the world’s �rst contactless vital

sign monitoring technology, called Transdermal Optical Imaging. This

app Anura  allows users to measure their health vitals in just 30

seconds using their mobile devices.

Founded in Toronto in 2015, NuraLogix’s groundbreaking technology

has been endorsed globally through peer reviews and countless clinical

research collaborations. With over 250,000+ users of the Anura

app, and over 50 Enterprise clients around the globe, NuraLogix is a

company to watch.

TM

TM

Michael Keefe

Vice-President, Global Sales

416 580-6559

michaelkeefe@nuralogix.ai

 

Valerie Lasry

Senior Director of Sales (EMEA

and LATAM)

972 548116188

valerielasry@nuralogix.ai

 

Chris Lin

Chief Marketing Of�cer

437 928-2666

chrislin@nuralogix.ai
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PLC Group
PLC Group provides end to end Remote Monitoring and Control

solutions for critical infrastructure for the global telecom industry. We

provide hardware (SITELOGIC), software (AQue), analytics and 3

party integration with industry leading OEM equipment. We have

multiple product lines that are already commercialized and are being

used by Tier 1 Telecom operators and public safety networks across

North America.

Actionable Intelligence as a service is our unique �nancial model that

offers hardware, software, analytics as a service as opposed to capital

expenditure. We provide a shared-risk proposition to our customers,

with in-house knowledge expertise.

rd

Nasir Mahmood

Founder and President

416 953-9190

nasirm@plcgroup.com

 

Jacques Morvan

Head of Technical Sales

416 561-3418

jacquesm@plcgroup.com

 

Zujaja Amer

Marketing Specialist

647 773-6909

zujajaa@plcgroup.com

Redline Communications Inc.
Redline Communications, a leading provider of mission-critical data

infrastructure for remote and harsh environments, designs and

manufactures powerful industrial-grade wireless networks for

challenging locations around the world. Redline networks are used by

Oil & Gas companies onshore and offshore, Mining companies on

surface and underground operations, by municipalities to remotely

monitor infrastructure, and by specialized telecom service providers to

deliver premium services. Hundreds of businesses worldwide rely on

Redline to engineer, plan and deliver ruggedized, secure and reliable

networks for their IoT, voice, data, and video communications needs.

Taimur Farooq

Technical Sales Manager

968 930 0654

tfarooq@rdlcom.com

 

Reno Moccia

EVP Sales and Marketing

403 461-5391

rmoccia@rdlcom.com

 

Brandon Snow

Marketing Manager

416 670-5830

bsnow@rdlcom.com

Telesat Canada
Backed by a legacy of engineering excellence, reliability and industry-

leading customer service, Telesat Corporation (“Telesat”) (NASDAQ

and TSX: TSAT) is one of the largest and most successful global satellite

operators. Telesat works collaboratively with its customers to deliver

critical connectivity solutions that tackle the world’s most complex

communications challenges, providing powerful advantages that

improve their operations and drive pro�table growth. Continuously

innovating to meet the connectivity demands of the future, Telesat

Lightspeed, the company’s Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite network, will

be the �rst and only LEO network optimized to meet the rigorous

requirements of telecom, government, maritime and aeronautical

customers. Operating under its international priority Ka-band

spectrum rights, Telesat Lightspeed will rede�ne global satellite

connectivity with ubiquitous, affordable, high-capacity links with �bre-

like speeds.

Clare Offwood

Sales Director, EMEA

44 776 974 0567

coffwood@telesat.com

 

Julian Kell

Sales Director, EMEA

44 773 932 0604

jkell@telesat.com

 

Glenn Katz

Chief Commercial Of�cer

1 343 543-1443

gkatz@telesat.com
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TIERONE OSS
With deep telecom experience and an understanding of current

operational challenges facing service providers, TIERONE has proven

carrier grade software products to address these challenges.

TIERONE’s products provide service providers with an ecosystem to

address all aspects of operating and managing service delivery and

assurance for enterprise or business customers. Our innovative

software provides real time visibility and control through the integrated

Customer Portal module designed using patented technology to

enhance the trust between the service provider and customer. Instead

of product solutions that require a heavy IT uplift to maintain, these

con�gurable products allow the business to drive service innovation.

The open architecture was designed to co-exist with the historical

service providers systems’ mess and hides that complexity from both

the customer and service provider.

Paul Vedam

Chief Executive Of�cer

416 704-2748

pvedam@tieroneoss.com

 

Francis Chung

Business Development Director

647 388-2982

fchung@tieroneoss.com

 

Frank Edwin

Partner Account Manager

91 98843 33460

fedwin@tieroneoss.com

 

All �gures are in Canadian dollars unless otherwise noted. 

Information is accurate at the time of publication.
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